“Emporous” Roll & Write game
GAME OBJECTIVE.
To win, you will try to obtain the most influence points, and for that purpose you will have to
acquire and spend raw materials and silver coins to fulfill contracts, commission artisan works and earn
masteries with the latter.
Game setup:
You will need one player sheet and one pencil per player. Besides that you ‘ll need a central
sheet (Hoja central) and 5 6-sided dice in the center of the table. Ideally dice should be of different
colours to identify and assign their results.
Now, each player rolls one 6-sided die, which will determine a Contract that the player will have
to fulfill during the game, which will counts as “Acquired”, marking it with a diagonal line in the
corresponding box. After this, the player may acquire a second Contract from the remaining ones,
marking it in the same fashion.
Last, players take turns to choose each a different Island, marking it in the box to the left of the
corresponding raw material. After choosing an island, the player marks two units of that raw material as
“Acquired”.
How to play.
The game is played over a series of rounds -initially 15- which consist in two steps:
1.- Roll dice to determine the price of raw materials.
2.- Choose an action type and perform it. An action can be of two types: Traveling to your Island or
Traveling to the City.
After every player has chosen and performed the action, the next round starts, if there are any
rounds left.
Step 1: Roll dice to determine the price of raw materials.
Roll each of the 5 6-sided dice in a way that is clear which die is assigned to which raw material
price. Dice that show a result of 1 must always be rerolled.
When a raw material gets a result of 6, every player immediately gets one unit of said raw
material.
After this process, the die results will not change until the next round and represents the price of
each raw material.
Step 2: Choose a type of action and perform it.
In this step, players will first choose one of two action types: Traveling to your
Island or Traveling to the City. The chosen type will be important for when players
earn points during the round. Once chosen, the player must mark the box of the round
track that corresponds to the current round.
Traveling to you Island.
If a player chooses to Travel to his/her Island, that refreshes that player’s
acquired silver coins. Oj top of that, the player that chose the Grape Island gets 3
units of that raw material and the players with the Wood, Food Stone and Bronze Islands get 2 units of
their respective raw material. You can only choose Traveling to your Island if you have spent Silver
coins since the last time you’ve travelled to your Island (or since the beginning of the game).
Traveling to the City.

-

If a player chooses to Travel to the City, he/she must perform one of the following actions:
Acquire a raw material: Mark as spent the amount of Silver coins
indicated in the corresponding die result for the chosen raw material
for the round. You can’t perform this action if the quantity of coins
you’d spend in this purchase and the quantity of coins you’ve
already spent since your last travel to your Island added together
would be greater than you acquired Silver coins.

-

Acquire Silver coins: Spend any quantity and combination of raw
materials to gain the same amount of coins. You’ll never have more
than 8 acquired coins during any given game.

-

Acquire one Artisan work: Pay all it’s costs -on the left of each Artisan
work on the player sheet- spending the corresponding raw materials
and/or opening a Shop (see “Shops” below). With this you immediately
gain a point, except when acquiring the “Construction Materials” Artisan
work, which grant 0 points. These points are never lost, even when
spending the Artisan work to fulfill a Contract.

-

Fulfill a Contract: Pay all it’s costs -icons printed on the
Contract’s scroll-, spending all the indicated Artisan works, raw
materials and/or opening the shop/s. A “/” sign between two Raw
materials in the card indicates that you can pay either of those
Raw materials to fulfill the Contract. With this, you immediately
gain the Contract’s points.

Shops.
Shops are a cost that’s paid by spending an acquired Silver coin
-fill the box beside one of your acquired coins-. This coin is no longer available
and is no longer counted for when checking if you can buy a raw material for the
rest of the game.
After the Silver coin is spent, all players mark the shop in their player
sheet, by crossing over the last available round. If these rounds have not been
played yet, won’t be played afterwards, making the game shorter. If players open
more than 5 shops during a game, only the first five opened shops have the effect
of shortening the game.
In the example, two shops have been opened. Now the game will last until
the 13th rounds instead of the 15th.
Jewels.
At any moment during your turn, you may spend two units of any raw
materials to acquire a Jewel. Jewels act as wild resources, so they can
replace a unit of any raw material, but if you keep them until the end of the
game, they’ll grant you one point for each remaining unit.

Masteries.
Masteries are bonuses that can be immediately earned when
producing two units of the same type of Artisan work, except for the
“Construction Materials” Artisan work, which requires three units.
When you acquire the second -or third- unit of an Artisan work, also
mark the corresponding Mastery as acquired, earning it’s points too.

City’s helper.
If when traveling to the City you gain at least one point, you
can perform a second -and last for the round- action in the City, therefore excluding Traveling to your
Island as a second action. If you also gain points on your second action, you can’t perform a third action.
Game-end and scoring.
When at the end of a given round there are no more available rounds, players proceed to score: - Add up all the points you have on Fulfilled Contracts, acquired and spent Artisan works and earned
Masteries.
- Add one point per Jewels tile you acquired and didn’t spend.
- Lose two points per Unfulfilled Contract -only acquired- you have.

How to use the player sheet.
You can find a series of boxes in your player sheet, which you will have to use in a different way,
depending what you ned to mark. In general, what we acquire is marked with a diagonal line “/” in the
corresponding box, and what we spend is marked by filling the box completely.
What cannot be acquired (rounds, use of coins, masteries), must be marked with an “X” in the
corresponding box.
Next, we will specify how to apply the rules we just described in specific zones of the player sheet:
Raw materials, Artisan works and Contracts.
In these boxes we will register the acquired resources with a diagonal line “/” and the spent
resources filling the box of an acquired resource.
In the following example, the player has marked three Bronze units as acquired and then he
spends one of them, meanwhile he hasn’t acquired any units of Stone.

Similar rule applies to Contracts, which are marked with a diagonal line in the corresponding box
when they are acquired at the beginning of the game and this box is completely filled when they are
fulfilled.

Silver coins.
In the case of Silver coins there are two relevant parts of the player sheet:
- Acquired Silver coins.
In this part you can find the Silver coins that will become available whenever you Travel to your
Island. You don’t mark the coins you use to buy Raw Materials here. When you acquire new Silver
coins, mark them with a diagonal line “/” in the box to the right of a Silver coins you haven’t acquired yet.
At the beginning of the game, player start with 4 acquired Silver coins by default.
When you open a Shop, you must fill the box of one of your acquired Silver coins, which will no
longer be available.
In the example, this player had four acquired coins and spent one to open a Shop, filling up the
box beside of one of them, losing this Silver coin for the rest of the game.

-

Used Silver coins.
Here you’ll mark an “X” each Silver coin you use to buy Raw Materials. On top of that, each time
you Travel to your Island you must fill up the box next to your last used coin, making all your acquired
Silver coins available again for future purchases.
In the example, the player chooses to Travel to his/her Island after using three of his
Silver Coins in past turns. Now his four acquired Silver coins become available again for the next
round.
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